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OBJECTION to Planning Application 17/4213/FUL 

We object to Planning Application 17/4213/FUL on the grounds of POOR QUALITY OF 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT and FAILURE TO LISTEN TO AND RESPOND TO RESIDENTS’ 

MAJOR CONCERNS by Richmond Council.       

This objection is based on the Statement of Community Involvement (SOCI) which takes a very 

rose-tinted view of the consultation process and repeatedly suppresses the key requirements and 

major concerns expressed by thousands of residents, from the Barefoot consultation in 2010 

through to the planning application in December 2017. 

 

OBJECTION SUMMARY                                                                                                                                          

The Twickenham Riverside Park Team was formed by a group of local Twickenham residents last 

Autumn because we were extremely concerned that each successive set of the Council’s 

proposals for the Twickenham Riverside site was moving further and further away from the 

promises made in the initial Autumn 2015 Consultation and away from the Vision, Objectives and 

Strategy outlined in the Twickenham Area Action Plan (2013). 

We were also very disappointed with the way in which the lengthy consultation process, that we 

have been actively involved in from the outset, was being manipulated by the limited choice of 

design options and the very limited topics/questions on which we could respond to the 

consultation. We have attended pop-up shops, workshops, exhibitions, public meetings and private 

meetings with nearly all of the ‘stakeholder groups’. We have listened to residents’ views at these 

meetings as well as on social media, in the press, via email and on our petition site. 

What has become clear is that the views of the majority of Twickenham and wider borough 

residents have been dismissed in favour of a vociferous few interrelated stakeholder groups 

focused around Eel Pie Island (EPI) and Diamond Jubilee Gardens (DJG), who claimed to 

represent many more people than they actually do (ironically, based on petitions in early 2016 to 

reject the Council’s approach, architects and proposals),  

In general, we have observed that the Council set up the consultations to cherry-pick residents’ 

support for some specific, often trivial, aspects of their proposals (such as the shape of steps: 

convex or concave). But, the Council has continually failed to listen to and respond to residents’ 

major concerns. This is especially evident with regard to residents’ repeated requests to remove 

cars from the Embankment to create a pedestrianised riverfront, and for the creation of a town 

square large enough to hold events such as farmers markets, other markets, fairs, and a 

temporary ice rink. These were clear themes captured in the Twickenham Area Action Plan 

(TAAP), which emerged from the Barefoot and All-In-One consultations. 

Over just four months we have gained 2,270 petition supporters and have received over 300 

comments of support for our Twickenham Riverside Park proposal. This is more than the total 

combined number of people that responded to the Council’s last 3 consultations (with many of 

those responses being negative). 

Unfortunately, the Council refuses to acknowledge petitions such as ours that are on Change.org 

(and other similar sites). We believe this is undemocratic, as does our MP Sir Vince Cable who has 

raised this issue with Government and the Leader of Council, but the Council continues to 

ignore the 2,270 residents who support our proposals and the 3,700 who support the 

Twickenham Lido proposals.                       

The Council may have spent a considerable amount of time and money on the consultation 

exercises, but the relatively low number of responses, and the large proportion of negative 

responses to the consultations clearly demonstrates that they have failed to inspire and impress 

the majority of residents with their lacklustre proposals. 

The initial Winter 2015 Consultation promised ‘A New Town Square for Twickenham’ and ‘New 

Public Space and an Amphitheatre’. In the Parking Strategy it was stated that ‘Residents have told 
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us in many local consultations that they want to remove cars from the Riverside. Therefore, the 

biggest proposed change to parking is that cars [and the road] will be removed from the 

Embankment.’ It also advised that to compensate for the removal of parking ‘Street level parking 

will be provided at the end of Wharf Lane’ and ‘There will be underground parking provided’ and 

that ‘The service road, that runs to the rear of DJG, will be extended to connect with Water Lane.’ 

These proposals were welcomed with many positive comments, but much of the attention focused 

of the size and the inappropriate style of the proposed riverside building. 

The Summer 2016 Consultation was all set to feature a revised version of the Autumn 2015 

proposals, until this proposal was withdrawn following negative criticism from a select panel of 

residents. Instead, some themed questions were asked in the pop-up shop. 

The Summer 2016 Workshops were open to only a small number of residents during the Summer 

holidays. Much the same group of older residents attended each workshop, and although they 

expressed some interesting views, the people attending were not representative of the 

Twickenham area demographic. This contravened Government Consultation Principles 2016: F. 

Consultations should be targeted’ - ‘to tailor consultation to the needs and preferences of particular 

groups’ such as families and younger adults. As a result, very little weight, if any, should be given 

to the workshop findings. 

The Winter 2016 Consultation featured three proposals. Unfortunately, two were identical on King 

Street, and had only minor variations to the Embankment buildings. The third had been rejected by 

a select residents’ panel prior to the Summer 2016 Consultation, and thus was not a valid option. A 

rushed decision was made by Cabinet very shortly after the close of the consultation to progress 

with options 1 & 2. This was done without the results of residents’ consultation comments, which 

were published more than three months after the consultation finished. This publication delay 

contravened Government Consultation Principles: J. Responses to consultations should be 

published in a timely fashion’ to ‘Publish responses within 12 weeks of the consultation’.  

There was very clear feedback to the Summer 2017 Consultation that 66% of people Disagreed 

with the Council’s proposed parking arrangements on the Riverside. 52% of those disagreed 

strongly. The SOCI doesn’t mention these negative statistics, and dismissively lists ‘concerns were 

raised over parking’ as the last key message bullet point.  

Rather than listen to residents’ views which were to ‘move cars off the riverside’ and to ‘move 

parking underground’ the Council subsequently decided to address parking as a separate issue at 

a later date (possibly), and excluded it from the planning application. This was a highly 

manipulative way of removing the most commented upon and disliked aspect of the proposals so 

they could push through their plans within the current Council term in office. Thus, the Council had 

failed to listen to residents’ major concern that had been repeatedly expressed since the Barefoot 

consultation in 2010. 

The final Autumn 2017 Consultation actually featured the same road and parking plans as the 

Summer 2017 Consultation, and despite there being no specific question about parking this was 

yet again the most commented on subject (‘Parking- get cars off the Embankment’ = 46% of final 

comments). Again, the SOCI lists ‘concerns over parking on the Embankment’ as a key message 

without stating that it was the most commented upon subject and without providing any statistics. 

Residents were asked to rate various aspects of the proposals in Quick Topics. The scores for the 

plan of the site (from above), and the building appearance from all four sides were both 3.6 out of 

10. i.e. just a 36% approval (or 64% disapproval) rating for the proposed buildings viewed from 

every perspective! The SOCI commented on this consultation failure with the dismissive statement 

‘there was less agreement with the building appearance and proposed site plan’, preferring to 

focus on more positive responses to the integration with DJG and the inclusion of a tiny square 

(fundamental aspects of their brief). This clearly indicates that the Council were not prepared to 

listen to residents’ views, having already decided on the building design. The Government’s 

Consultation Principles advise in: ‘B. Consultations should have a purpose’ - ‘Do not consult for the 
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sake of it’ and especially ‘Do not ask questions or issues on which you already have a final 

view.’ Richmond Council clearly had a final view on the site plan layout and appearance of the 

buildings and despite highly negative responses to these aspects carried them forward to the 

planning application virtually unchanged. 

The Government’s Consultation Principles state in: ‘C. Consultations should be informative’ that 

they should ‘Include validated assessments of the costs…of options being considered’. Throughout 

the two-year consultation period the Council refused to present costs or viability assessments of 

any of the proposals, merely indicating to Cabinet in 2017 that they ‘aim to achieve nil net cost’ to 

taxpayers. Without any idea of the costs, residents were unable to make informed comments about 

the proposals, and would probably have commented differently had they seen the planning 

application viability appraisal during the consultation process. That viability appraisal presented a 

write-off the land purchase cost of £6.8 million, PLUS a building development loss of £6.0 million 

(partially offset by potential savings which are confidential). A potential £12.8million loss (with 

some unsubstantiated ‘potential savings’) for the proposal should have been an important factor in 

the consultation. Instead the Council hid this loss from residents until it submitted the planning 

application. This is yet another contravention of the Government’s Consultation Principles. 

There clearly wasn’t enough time between the end of the Autumn 2017 Consultation on 30 October 

and the submission of the Planning Application four weeks later on 27 November to fully analyse 

the consultation results and to adapt the proposals according to residents’ negative feedback. The 

SOCI lists pre-application consultation details with the Council’s (own) planning team. These reveal 

that that final design discussions took place on 24 October, i.e. before the Autumn 2017 

Consultation had finished and the results had been analysed. This confirms the suspicion of many 

residents that the building design (layout and appearance) was a done deal and the Council 

already had ‘a final view’ on the design to be submitted to planning before the end, or probably 

even the start, of the Autumn 2017 Consultation. 

Finally, in the Council’s haste to get a planning application decision before the local election 

purdah period starts (in late March 2018), the Council announced the minimum legally allowed 

consultation period of 21 days (8 weeks is the norm for major applications like this) AND 

unsympathetically included the Christmas and New Year holiday period within those 21 days! The 

Government’s Consultation Principles say that ‘Consultations should take account of the groups 

being consulted’ and that ‘When the consultation spans all or part of a holiday period…take 

appropriate mitigating action.’ No mitigating action has been taken, so, yet again the Council has 

contravened Government guidelines. 

 

CONCLUSION 

It is clear that the Council’s consultation exercises contravened many of the Government’s 

Consultation Principles. The Council has sought to manipulate the consultation process in the 

favour of their chosen, but deeply unpopular, design. This was contrary to the majority of residents 

clearly expressed and repeated requirements to move cars off the riverside and for a proper town 

square, key findings in the Barefoot Consultation and reflected in the TAAP. It was also contrary to 

residents’ consistent feedback of strong disagreement with the parking proposals and strong 

disapproval of the buildings layout, design and appearance. 

Despite their efforts to consult, the Council do not have the democratic authority to proceed with 

this planning application because it fails to deliver what they promised during the last local 

elections, it fails to deliver what they promised in the Twickenham Rediscovered objectives 

outlined by Lord True, it fails to deliver on the promises made regarding the King Street building & 

land purchase, it fails to deliver what they promised in the Barefoot and TAAP Consultations 

reports, and it fails because of the large volume of negative feedback from residents on key 

aspects of the proposals throughout the two-year consultation process. 

The Council have failed to listen to residents’ major concerns.  
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OBJECTON DETAILS                                                                                                                                          

On page 8 of the Statement of Community Involvement (SOCI) the following statements are made: 

‘Richmond Council…aim to achieve exemplary practice in community involvement, engaging with 

local residents in matters that impact and concern them.’ 

‘Seeking community views on the acceptability of the proposals, especially before an application is 

finalised, strengthens people’s ability to exert influence and provides an opportunity for problems to 

be ironed out, thus reducing the potential for later confrontation.’ 

We support these aims, but have observed that many of the community’s overwhelmingly negative 

views have been supressed in the SOCI report or simply dismissed with the frequently used 

phrase ‘mixed views were…’ or ‘there were concerns…’. Dismissing the most commented upon 

views in this way is not in our opinion ‘exemplary practice in community involvement’ and has led 

to a great deal of ‘later confrontation’ and objection to the Council’s proposals and plans.                                                                                    

The TWICKENHAM AREA ACTION PLAN (TAAP)                                                                                             

This is the key input document into the Twickenham Riverside consultations, proposals and plans. 

It drew on information from the Barefoot and All-In-One Consultations in 2010, in both of which 

‘2,000 people took part’. The TAAP was adopted by the Council in 2013. 

It can be summarised in by the following paragraphs from the TAAP: 

Foreword: The Twickenham Area Action Plan will provide a framework for development and 
change in the town centre over the next 15 years. Twickenham is the Borough’s 

second largest town centre, but for many years has seemed rather neglected and 

dominated by through traffic, despite its historic buildings and riverside location. The 

Plan builds on the many assets of the town, with the aim of bringing about a 

transformation for the benefit of residents, businesses and visitors alike. 

2.1.3 The Area Action Plan provides a framework for achieving the revitalisation 

of the centre, through the redevelopment of key sites, reduction in the impact of traffic 

and environmental improvements. It focuses on achieving and promoting the town 

centre as an employment location, district retail centre, visitor and tourist destination, 

centre for sports, leisure, arts and cultural activities as well as a more diverse evening 

economy. 

8.0.29 The AAP provides the planning policy framework for development and 

change within Twickenham Town centre and will be applied in the determination of 

all planning applications. 

One area of concern and objection is that having repeatedly consulted on the whole Twickenham 
Riverside site, including the King Street shops (South side) and the roads that surround the site 
namely Water Lane, The Embankment, Wharf Lane and the service road, which all have a 
significant impact on the nature of the whole site, the Council has decided to narrow the scope of 
the ‘development site’ to a small area on the East side running down the side of Water Lane from 
King Street to the Embankment. This excludes the whole of the Diamond Jubilee Gardens (DJG) 
and all of the surrounding roads (except the service road). Page 6 of the SOCI shows the extent to 
which the site has shrunk. Failure to listen to consultation feedback regarding the use and 
redevelopment of the surrounding roads in particular severely limits the potential of the plans. 
Likewise, the exclusion of the DJG also greatly limits the potential of the plans. These gardens 
were a low cost temporary solution (ref. the Thames Landscape Strategy) to opening up the semi-
derelict Riverside site and ought to have been included in the site area to enable a full site solution 
to be developed.                 
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TAAP VISION, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY  

Here are some of the key points relating to Twickenham Riverside:                                                                                                     

- ‘Improving the public realm and reducing the impact of traffic – creating an attractive and safe 

place which people will enjoy visiting’ 

- 'To improve the pedestrian environment and reduce dominance of parked and moving traffic'  

- ‘Reducing the impact of through traffic on pedestrian and cycle movement and the environment’ 

- 'To improve the environment of the Embankment including reduction in car parking' 

- 'Rearrangement or possible reduction of on-street parking' in Water Lane 

- 'To enhance and extend Diamond Jubilee Gardens' 

- 'Design of new development to enhance the character of the conservation area'  

- ‘Any proposals will be required to meet key design principles to ensure they do not adversely 
impact on the character of the Riverside' 

- ‘Enhancement of the Thames riverside and encouragement and retention of existing river related 
and leisure uses’ 

- ‘Looking beyond retail to provide an extended range of activities to attract more people’ 

We believe that the Council’s planning application significantly fails to deliver against these 
objectives and therefore must be refused. 

 

 

CONSULTATION HISTORY 

WINTER 2015 – A NEW TOWN SQUARE FOR TWICKENHAM 

This was the initial Quinlan and Francis Terry amphitheatre and shopping arcade proposal that 
featured a tiny square on King Street, an amphitheatre with public space facing the river, and a 
pedestrianised riverside enabled by underground parking. 

 

 

The Riverfront was pedestrianised in front of the amphitheatre building and Diamond Jubilee Gardens 
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What You Told Us (on the front page of consultation document) 

‘In the Barefoot Consultation (2010) over 49% of people who took part said they wanted a market 
place/town square for Twickenham. Residents said they would like access to the riverside to be 
opened up from the surrounding streets’.  

‘There was general support for pedestrianisation of the riverside.’  

‘Many also suggested moving the farmers market to the riverside.’  

“Improve access to the riverside from town centre.”  

“Make the riverside pedestrianised and take traffic away from the riverside.” 

 

Creating Our Vision 

‘Diamond Jubilee Gardens are an important part of the whole Riverside area, and the proposal 
includes an improved landscape garden on the riverside, which makes a gentle and more pleasing 
link between the garden and the river front below. The existing gardens are respected by the 
design with some minor positive alterations’.  

‘A new underground car park is proposed to go under the new buildings to provide much needed 
parking for the area.’ 

‘The service road that currently runs behind the existing King Street properties up to the existing 
car park will be extended through to Water Lane to maintain the link to Wharf Lane on the opposite 
side of the site.’ 

 

 

Plan showing the pedestrianised space in white, and roads in grey. 
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778 Survey responses were received. 

Many people disliked the building scale and style. 

The SOCI statement that ‘Views on parking were mixed and seemed less of a priority compared to 
other concerns’ is presumably because the pedestrianisation of the riverside was largely welcomed 
by residents (as recognised in the TAAP).  

The response to pedestrianizing the riverfront by relocating the Embankment parking underground 
was highly positive, as can be seen from section 8.2 Positive Comments about access and parking 
of the consultation report (shown below). The main concerns were that EPI residents should be 
consulted and that the loading bays were in a less convenient position. 
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Below are two of the consultation document statements about access and parking: 
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SUMMER 2016 - ‘NEW HEART FOR TWICKENHAM’   

Prior to publication of the Council and the Terry’s revised amphitheatre proposals, they were 

presented to a select panel of residents. Following rejection of revised proposals, the Council 

decided to conduct a ‘deeper listening’ exercise to understand residents’ views. 

Hence, there was a pop-up shop in July with no proposal on show, just some questions on different 

themes. Not surprisingly only 295 responses were received. 
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This statement on ‘removing cars from the riverside’ was included in the short consultation report: 

 

 

The pop-up shop was followed by a number of workshops in August/September with capped 

attendance numbers (max 50 people) and prior application for places. Not all of the workshops 

were full! We attended these. Sure enough, the attendance at the workshops, often by many of the 

same people, did not reflect the Twickenham area demographic range and was clearly biased 

towards the older sectors of the age range. Nonetheless, the attendees articulated many creative 

ideas and views. Many later said that these were not adequately captured or subsequently 

reported by the Council. Indeed, we experienced the selective listening of the Council’s facilitators, 

who seemed to be cherry-picking comments supportive of the last Council proposal, and ignoring 

major concerns. This bias was quite evident in the workshop feedback summaries from which, in 

many cases, we weren’t able to recognise which tables we had sat on and contributed to. For 

example, at the parking workshop we had lengthy discussions with Paul Chadwick about moving 

the riverside parking underground, and also a presentation of drawings of a large underground 

park. The Council facilitator didn’t mention either of these in her summing up, and neither was 

recorded in the workshop feedback summary. 

Consequently, we believe the pop-up shops and workshops were too far too small, featured a 

much too limited selection of Twickenham residents and failed to record many of the key concerns.  

Consequently, they should have been given very little weight or ignored. They certainly should not 

have influenced the next set of proposals.  

 

WINTER 2016 – ‘NEW HEART FOR TWICKENHAM’ – 3 PROPOSALS? 

In this consultation we were presented with three proposals: 

Option 1 and 2 were new but had identical buildings on King Street and the top of Water Lane. 

There were only minor differences to the buildings overlooking the Embankment. Riverside parking 

had fully returned to these proposals and there was no town square. Service road access from 

Water Lane had also been removed. 

Option 3 was the proposal that had been rejected by the residents’ panel in June (the reworked 

amphitheatre), and thus was not a viable option. Embankment parking had largely returned to this 

proposal and there was an inadequate town square on King Street. 

We were informed that there would be approximately 40 flats. 

Residents weren’t given the opportunity to Dislike any (or all) of the proposals. We were only 

asked to rank the three uninspiring proposals in order of ‘preference’. This was an example of very 

poor consultation practice and a clear attempt by the Council to manipulate the result in favour of 

their new design proposals. They blatantly suppressed any negative views. 
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The consultation was open from 17th November to 16th December 2016 

632 responses were received, and not surprisingly the new proposals were preferred over the 

already rejected reworked amphitheatre proposal. 

The Initial Results (proposal preference %) were published by the Council very shortly after the 

end of the consultation, to enable Cabinet to rapidly decide to go ahead with a mashup of the two 

new proposals. However, the full consultation report, containing details of residents’ comments, 

wasn’t published until the end of March (more than 3 months later)! This lengthy delay clearly 

demonstrates that the Council wasn’t interested in what residents had to say, isn’t exemplary 

practice, and contravenes Government consultation guidelines. 

 

SOCI:  Views regarding parking were again mixed.  

The questionnaire did not ask a question directly about parking; however, respondents used 

open text boxes to express their views. Respondents suggested that current levels of parking 

needed to be retained, with some suggesting the creation of underground parking. 
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SUMMER 2017 - NEW HEART FOR TWICKENHAM 

This consultation was based on proposals 1 & 2 from the previous consultation. There was clearly 

no town square and full parking had returned to the riverfront along with the addition of 47 

underground parking spaces. The riverside block was noticeably larger than in the previous 

consultation. There was service road access from Water Lane. 35-40 flats. 
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There were only 457 responses to the consultation.  

These were some of the key points captured in the SOCI: 

- Concerns were raised over the scale of building on the Embankment 

- There were mixed views on the appearance of the buildings and style of architecture 

- Concerns were raised over parking on the Embankment, with a number of respondents calling for 
its removal.  

 

In fact, 298 people = 66% Disagreed with the proposed parking arrangements.  

Only 22% (97 people) agreed! 
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Many more people Disliked the appearance of the development from the three viewpoints offered, 

than Liked it. Very strangely, residents weren’t consulted on the critical views from King Street and 

the Embankment. This was another example of poor/manipulative consultation practice.  

 

 

In question 9, ‘Tell us more about your answers’: Parking, Negative architecture, Building height 

and Pedestrianise were the most commented upon themes. 
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In summary, the most commented upon themes were Parking (largest by far), followed by Building 

Design and Scale. Significantly, comments on all these aspects were either predominantly 

negative or very negative. 

This should have rung alarm bells at the Council, and caused them to step back and reconsider 

their whole approach to the redevelopment of the Riverside site. Instead they carried on 

regardless, with many of the major issues carried forward to the final proposal. 

The Council simply were not listening to the major concerns of residents. 
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AUTUMN2017 - NEW HEART FOR TWICKENHAM and NEW ARCHITECTS  

Without any warning or discussion in public Council meetings a new team of architects had been 

recruited to develop these final proposals before submission of the planning application.  

 

The two large blocks had been reconfigured slightly, but still contained a similar number of flats 

(39) and retail units. There was still no proper Town Square and the Riverside car park and 

underground car park for the flats both remained. Access to the service road from Water Lane had 

been removed meaning that all service vehicles would have to travel along the Embankment.  

On the front page of the consultation document Cllr Fleming claimed ‘we are still listening and want 

your views’. 

The consultation document claimed ‘the footprint has been reduced’ but no evidence is provided to 

support this claim. We’ve taken a close look at the layout of the building, the floor plans and the 

number of flats/ground floor units and cannot see any noticeable difference in the size of the 

footprint. Only the layout of the footprint appears to have changed. 
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Despite having consulted the public on the format of the riverside roads and parking for two years 

the Council took the surprising decision to exclude most of the parking on Water Lane, the 

Embankment and Wharf Lane from the upcoming planning application. But, very confusingly, 

parking proposals were presented in the consultation document despite 66% of respondents to the 

previous consultation disagreeing with them! 

The consultation closed on the 30th October 2017. 

Press release 02/10/2017 

Areas that have been developed since the last consultation include a new substantial square on 
the corner of Water Lane and the Embankment. This responds to public feedback that the riverside 
building in the last published designs was too big and the request for more public, open space.  

The consultation closed on the 30th October 2017. 

 

975 responses were received, partly due to our encouragement of our supporters to have their say.  

Some of the key messages heard according to the SOCI were: 

 

- Concerns over parking on the Embankment, with calls for its removal and providing 
underground parking  

 

- Respondents agreed with the integration with the DJ Gardens and inclusion of a riverside 
square, but 

- There was less agreement with the building appearances and proposed site plan. 

 

The Quick Topics were scored between 0-10. As you can see the results were very poor for the: 

 

- Proposed site plan = 3.6/10 

- Building appearance from all 4 sides = avg 3.6/10 

 

That’s effectively a 36% approval rating, or inversely a 64% disapproval rating of the building 
layout and appearance from above and the four sides.  

With such a negative rating of the buildings, it is extremely surprising that the Council 
decided to submit these proposals as a planning application, with only very trivial changes. 

 

This clearly demonstrates that the Council is not listening to residents, and is not acting on 
residents very clear feedback that the building layout and design is unacceptable. 
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There weren’t just’ concerns about parking’. Parking was again the most commented on theme, by 
a long way. Again, the message was clear: ‘get cars off the Embankment’; and ‘provide 
underground parking’ for them. 
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Press release Fri 24/11/2017 

However, it was clear that parking on the Embankment was an important issue. Parking in the 
wider area around Twickenham Riverside is outside the boundary of the application. As a separate 
project, the Council commissioned a number of studies to understand the current demand for 
parking, but also the demand in the future. The studies also considered general traffic in the wider 
Twickenham area. It has found that the Embankment is important in managing traffic flow 
around the Town Centre. However, the Council is currently reviewing these findings and over the 
next few months will come forward with proposals on how parking may be reduced on the 
Embankment.  

With regards to the Twickenham Riverside/King Street development, it is hoped that a Planning 
Application will be submitted in the next week.  

 

The Planning Application was submitted the next working day i.e. on Mon 27 Nov and validated 
on 06 December. 

• There were only very minor changes to the building appearance (balconies and window 
detailing).  

• There were no changes to the building layout or it’s overall size and appearance. 
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• There were no changes to the size of the ‘square’ to make it suitable for farmers markets, 
other markets, fairs or a seasonal ice rink. 

• There were no meaningful changes to the number parking of cars parking on Water Lane or 
on the Embankment, only the addition of underground parking spaces for the new flats. 

• The service road remained closed from Water Lane, meaning all service vehicles would 
have to drive along the Embankment 

• There would be an increase in the number of vehicles driving along the Embankment 
because of the additional underground parking, the closure of service road access from 
Water Lane, and the increased servicing requirements of the new development. 

 

The minimum allowed consultation period of just 21 days was offered for this major and 
controversial planning application. The 21 days spanned the Christmas and New Year holiday 
period. 

 

 

STAKEHOLDERS 

Many of the Council’s ‘stakeholder groups’ are highly interrelated and only represent a small group 
of local residents. RAG, TRT, TRVG, EPIA and the Twickenham Society all share members and 
are focused on protecting the Diamond Jubilee Gardens from improvement and defending the 
riverfront parking of the EPI residents. Claimed levels of support for some of these groups date 
back to early 2016 when they collected petition signatures to stop the Council’s original proposals 
and to remove the Council’s chosen architects. Since 2016 their views have changed dramatically, 
but they haven’t discussed these publicly or sought any confirmation of support from the public.  

Quite simply they only represent a tiny minority of Twickenham residents, and the Council must not 
consider their views representative of the wider Twickenham population. 

 

 

MEETINGS WITH OTHER GROUPS 

The SOCI advises of positive results from meetings etc with Youths, Local Businesses and the 

new owners of King Street. But no supporting information is provided. These unsubstantiated 

claims should be removed from the planning application. 

 

PUBLICITY CLAIMS 

The SOCI make claims of ‘Publicity via local Councillors’ for both of the 2017 consultations. We 

have core team members in all four Twickenham wards, but nobody recalls having received any 

such publicity. We conducted a twitter poll that attracted more than 100 responses, but were 

unable to find any evidence of such publicity. This is yet another unsubstantiated claim that should 

be removed. 
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TWITTER POLL RESULTS 

Below are two twitter poll results (from the last 6 months) which show a very clear majority of 

people in favour of moving parking away from the riverfront. 
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SUPPORT for the TWICKENHAM RIVERSIDE PARK TEAM’S PROPOSALS 

We currently have 2,270 supporters for our #ParkNotCarPark proposals for Twickenham Riverside. 

This support, gained over the last four months, is for our full riverside site proposals drawn up by a 

Twickenham architect with experience of significant riverside developments. Our proposal features 

underground parking which enables us to deliver a large Town Square and a Riverside Park with 

more sympathetic buildings at either side of the site. By using the full site and removing the large 

area of road and parking from the riverfront we will improve the open space of Diamond Jubilee 

Gardens. Using the full site also opens up the potential to develop the rear of King Street and to 

deliver a financially viable plan (unlike the Council’s).  

Below you can see our design option that includes a Riverside Lido. We, and all of our supporters 

believe this is the attraction that will draw residents and visitors to Twickenham town centre hence 

rejuvenating the town as a whole. It meets all of the TAAP objectives, unlike the council’s lacklustre 

constrained site plan. 
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OUR TWICKENHAM MP’S OPINION 

At the end of October 2017 we presented our proposals to our Twickenham MP, Sir Vince Cable. 

This was his written response: 

As a long-standing resident and campaigner – I am one of the relatively few Twickenham residents 
to have swum in the open air pool over 40 years ago – I began to despair of ever finding a 
proposal which would command support of the council and a majority of residents. 

There have, at various times, been serious plans to redevelop the site around a department store, 
a cinema/arts complex, a school, a new swimming pool, and ice rink, boat houses, a museum, a 
piazza/town square and numerous combinations and variations of the above.  All attracted fierce 
criticism and were shot down because people wanted something else; didn’t like the design; didn’t 
like or approve of the enabling development (ie housing); or didn’t like the political colour of the 
politicians promoting the scheme. 

I share the sense of annoyance and frustration of residents that their change.org petition has been 
disqualified by the Council on incomprehensible, bureaucratic grounds.  I raised the issue with the 
new Council Leader but nothing has changed.  I also share the indignation of many residents that 
the present council, having campaigned eight years ago on a pledge to stop ‘luxury’ housing and 
overdevelopment on the site is proposing just that (and little else). 

I am very attracted to your Town Square and Riverside Park proposal, which provide 
sufficient ‘town square’ space to permit multiple activities and is compatible with the 
modern lido concept which I also like. 

Thank you for your briefing. 

Regards 

RT HON SIR VINCE CABLE MP 

MP for Twickenham, Teddington, The Hamptons & Whitton 

 

 

 

TWICKENHAM RIVERSIDE PARK PETITION SUPPORT AND COMMENTS 

We will send the details of our 2,270 petition supporters and the 300+ comments they have 

submitted as supporting evidence to this planning application objection, in separate emails. 

http://change.org/

